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that the state shall
admitted under
the constitution drafted in 1891 ou the
1st of next August, which would make
it outrank both Utah and New Mexico,
but it is the intention of the committee
to move in the senate that a substitute
enabling act similar to that of New Mexico shall lie passed instead of the present
bill. This would place Arizona liehind
lioth the other newly admitted states,
as the New Mexico bill is now the first
on the calendar and it is very likely that
the president in issuing his proclamation will justly pay attention to the
order in which the bills were passed.
Therefore the prosjiects are that the
forty-sixt- h
state will be New Mexico
and thus a curious coincidence would
result, as the territory out of which it
was evolved was admitted as a part of
the I'nited States in

GOLD BÜG OPPOSITION.

1

The Early Passage of the Statehood
Bill Expected.
New

Mexico Will i'robulily

StBte Admitted
Vtah.

2,

be the Next

After

The Washington correspondent, of the
a communication concerning the admission of the territories,
,.t .!. i.:n
UHVQ tliut
..II
tin; uiii
hic I'tvnrugu in
r,V"
iiiiun
Ne Mexico to form a state will not be
made Wore the short session, when it
iT!,ul;ly lie pushed through.
That the work was not finished this
session was no fault of the democrats, in
the senate. They foiuid that while they
could get the Utah hill out of the committee and through the ntaiu liody without much trouble that they had a light
on their hands with the republicans on
lKith the New .Mexico and Arizona bills.
The men who were most bitter on these
deserving commonwealths were Piatt,
the aged and fanatical protectionist gold-bu- g
from Connecticut, and Davis, the
goldbug corporation attorney, who has
been put in the senate by the moneyed
interests of Minnesota.
On the door of the senate the princiNevv Mexican, in

ii--

18-1-

Among the announcements this week
will be found that of liny lor Shannon
for nomination for the office of sheriff
of this county on the democratic ticket.
This is one of the most iuixrtant ollic.es
in the gilt of the people of this county
and there is going to be a lively scramble
known
for it. Mr. Shannon is well

throughout the county, having made the
race for county commissioner two years
ago in which office he has made a record
pal opposition will come from the. repubwhich is familiar to everybody in the
lican side, as ii is n it desirous in their
county. He N entirely above reproach
view that any more senators who will
and if he secures the nomination he will
vit'X against the protective cormorants
la; the next sheriff oí (rant Coi nty.
and goldites shall come in and stop the
The annoiincementof A. J. Clark, wh
stealing that is now going on. They
r
is
Grant
familiarly known all
will be aided by one or two goldbugs on
the democratic side, belonging to the county as Tony Clark, for the ollice of
conservative element that in the late county commissioner, appears in this
tariff fight proved themselves to lie with- issue. He only consented to allow his
out the pale of the demorarte, party and name to C'line before the convention
after the earnest solicitation of his
entitled to be condemned.
could have hail the nominaPut chairman Faulkner, of the com- friends. He
ago but declined to allow
years
two
tion
mittee on territories, told your corresthe convention.
go
to
his
name
pondent in the plainest terms a few days
think that it is
Deming
down
People
at
ago that he does not intend to let the
place hada c unity
that
time
about
New Mexico and Arizona bills lie killed
ami they aré right. Tony
by this opposition. The democratic commissioner
kind of a man for the
is
right
the
party has given a promise of home rule Clark
would make an excellent
and
place,
and intends that it shall le carried out.
Therefore early in the short session the commissioner.
bills will lie called up and it will be the
L. C. Parker, who has been giving conjiolicy of the democrats, aided by one or siderable attention to fruit raising on his
two silver republicans from the west place alKive town, says that his jicar
d
who are not so
as their eas- trees are suffering from pear blight, lie
tern brethren, to hammer at the matter has, he thinks.diseovered three different
kinds of blight and is anxious to find
until the bills become law.
The Arizona bill at present provides some remedy for it.
os-e-

e
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JOHNNY, GET YOUR GUN.
The Quail

Thee

Will Open
on Saturday.

Season

Week

This

Fine lllnlH are rmiHimlly Almnriiint
Thin Yearnnd are WaltliiR tn
he Killed.
)

Grant county will lie a paradise for
quail hunters this year. There are tens
of thousands of them in till parts of the
county. They may lie found in the
valleys, among the hills and in the
mountains ahd they are reMrted to lie
quite tame.
Old quail hunters will know just where
tolook for these birds but those who have
not learned by exjierieiice where they
are tola found might experience some
difficulty in 'finding them even this year
when they are so plentiful. In the eastern part of the county there are not
so many as there are in the western
part but in the vicinity of Hanover,
that is to say two or three miles from
the terminus of the Silver City and
Northern railroad, there is fine quail
hunting.
Another go id piacc to find quail is at
Cactus Flat where there are thousands
of them. Many have lieen reHrted this
side of Hear mountain and on the west
side of Chloride Flat will lie found the
liest quail hunting in the immediate
vicinity of Silver City.
Those who go out ior three or four
days' sport will find the country between
Piiirro Springs and the Gila river to
abound with quail and as they are not
hunted so much in that part of the
county as n some others they are quite
tame and it is not ditilculi to get within
thirty van Is of them
they take
flight.'
In the tiila alley more quail are to
be found than anywhere else in the
county, but it is extremely difficult to
shoot them in the thick brush which
skirts the river on either side and it is
quite as difficult to get them after having shot them. They can Ik- - heard on
every side running through the brush
and it is only by accident ihal a hunter
can get near enough to frighten them so
thai, they will tiy and then a hundred or more will take Might through the
thick brush where it is almost inijiossi-bl- e
to gei in an effective shot. If one or
more of the birds fall it is almost iiiinis-sibl- e
to locate it without a dog. (Juail
hunting ui the (la river would try the
patience of .lob.
Iteyoiid the '(la then- is gisid quail
hunting in the foothills and farther up
in the mountains. A lout' the Sapello
'
quail may Ik- - found in considerable iiuni- Ihts. All that is required to get them is
a good gun, good ammunition uud a
good hunter who docs not mind a ten
mile walk.
.

-

,
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DOINGS AT BEMING.
Newsy Notes from Our Southern
Neighbor.
The Popullxts are Going to Have a Merry
Time In TIiIh Fall Campaign.

"

The cry of hard times comes from all
parts of the country and it is to Itc heard
as well at Deming as at other places, but
there is something contradictory down
there. A number of new buildings have
been put up and others are in process
of construction, and tliey are all of a
substantial kind which gives an air of
prosperity to the place in' spite of the
almost universal cry of hard times.
The merchants are carrying fair stocks
of goods and have a good trade, but they
are waiting patiently for the custom
house at l'aloinas to be reestablished
when they expect to get a large trade
from Mexico. The Mexican government
will undoubtedly oen the custom house
which was closed soon after the outbreak of the rebellion down there when
the custom house was robbed .and some
01 her depredations were committed by a
small band of lawless Mexicans. As
soon as this is done Doming merchants
will get a good trade from Mexico.
Very little is said about the railroad
which was graded to some distance beyond the Mexican line from Deming but
the general impression seems to be that
the time is not far distant when operations will lie resumed. Should this road
be built it will make Deming one of the
most important towns along the Mexican
border.
The promoters of the Deming Land and
Water Company have plans for .the colonization of the land around Deming
which, if they succeed, will help the
town very materially.
Just now the iopulist movement at
Deming is attracting 'more attentionthan any thing else and it may k said
that there is no other subject which is so
freely discussed down there as the political situation. Tliévpopuiist movement
is stronger there than many suppose and
the leaders of the movement are going to
have some fun out of the candidates for
ollice at the coming election., They are
keeping their plans to themselves and
are giving no encouragement to candidates on either side, thus putting an
element of uncertainty into the campaign which the candidates will not appreciate. From what can be gathered
from the leaders of the movement it is
hardly probable that the populists, as a
party, will put a ticket in the lield at
Hie coming election, but. that they will
give their support to candidates on one
or the other oí the party tickets which
v ill be nominated next month.
Their platform has been signed by

AUGUST 29, 1894.

about sixty of the voters of Deming and
vicinity and the leaders are confident
that they will be able to largely increase
this list before the time comes for election . One of them said that,should it bethat:, the populists
come apparent
could elect v their t ticket, .. at
any
time before the election, they would
immediately, put : a ticket in the
lield and leave both the old parties
to divide the minority of the votes, between them. The leaders are going
about the formation of a new party good
naturedlyand they smilingly say that
they aregoing to win if they can. If
they cannot win with a ticket of their
own they say tliat they are going to
name the next county officers for the
candidates for whom they cast their
votes they believe will certainly beelect- C(I.

.

Louis Altman is about the only one spo- - ,
ken of. He- is talked of in connection
with the republican nomination for pro- -.
bate clerk.
defunct banks
. Receiver Foster of the
is trying to collect money from the
stockholders and others who owe
tiie banks and has a
number
Although
hand.
of
on
suits
additional
an
recommended
he
assessment on the stockholders' in the
First National Bank of Silver City some
time ago, it has not been called by the
comptroller' of the currency,: andjliat
official lias informed the receiver that he
considered such a course impracticable.
It seems that the decision of the comptroller in this matter is final and it is
doubtful whether another assessment
will lie called. It looks very much as
though the only hopet of. getting tlie
comptroller to reconsider his action in
this matter lies in the selection of some '
one by the depositors in the bank to go
to Washington and lay the matter before-thcomptroller and show him conclusively that there is no hope of getting-- '
enough out, of the assets of the bank to
pay the depositors and that in justice to
another, assessthem there ought to
ment levied on the stockholders.. The '
excuse of sending a man to Washington
would, of course,, have to be lionse by
the depositors in whose interest the representative went to Washington, but this
expense would be small in comparison
with what the .depositors would receive-icase his mission turned out to Ik successful.'
Last Friday afternoon a Mexican was
killed by the Santa Fe train from the
east at the station at Deming. Cipriano
Hernandez., an old Mexican who has
been a resident of Deming for .nine or
ten years, got on the train from Silver
City at the ice house this side of Demim:
and rode down to the station. The Silver City train pulled in slowly ,on the
main track and the train from the east
come in on the long switch, meeting the
Silver City train at the station. Just
before the Silver City train stopped Cipriano jumped off directly in front of the
train on the switch and was unable to
get out ot the way before the locomotive
struck him. Tie was killed instantly.' ,
A local coniany played "Down by the
Sea," at the Deming Opera House Friday evening to. a good sized audiéuiv.
The piece was well rendered and after
the p ay was over a dance was given to
which quite a nuinler remained.

The populists at Deming are counting
on considerable Bupport from the Central and Georgetown 'recincts and are
confident that they will be able to organize in other precincts in the county before November. They seem to be very
confident and it is certain that, they are
going to cause a great deal of uneasiness
among the candidates for popular favor
at the coming election. There is fun
ahead for them if nothing else.
There does not seem to be many aspirants for office at Deming this year.
M. P. Moore is out for sheriff and A. J.
Clark is out for commissioner but so far
no others have entered the race for
nominations. Judge Boone announced
himself us a. candidate for .Biipcriuten-den- t
of schools but has since signified
his' intention of withdrawing from the
race as he does not consider the compensation sufficient to warrant him in
making the race.
On the democratic side, Lou II.
Brown has been spoken of as a probable
candidate for the otliceof treasurer. He
is the cashier of the Deming National
Bank and is a popular man in Deming.
l'rof. Thomas Brown is talked of as a
candidate for the" office of school superintendent but he does liot appear to be
inclined to accept the nomination. He
would inake an excellent superinten
s
dent and would poll
of the
vote of Deming, irrespective of party.
John Burnside luw been talked of as a
probable candidate for. both the ollice, of
collector ami clerk, but he refuses to
make the race for either of them. He
has a good position with the house of
Wormscr & Co., and says that he does
not feel inclined to give up a good thing
for an uncertainty. There is some talk
BUSINESS ISIUISIN ESS!
of running Col. J. H. MeGrorty for representative and if lie would accept the
E.
nomination he could undoubtedly lie
HOOT AND S110KMAKE K;''"
elected.
The republicans down there seem to i I pmiiilsoyoufiiltlifully. Ill tlie ioi'itf run.
yousliall suve luiir
money, by Imvliir
have given very little thought to the se- your work ncutly midyour
promptly doiiu to suit
yourself,
K. KOiSKNBKKO'S
al
lection of candidates for nomination and
Hi ver City, N. M.
1
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V.n I Uolw.nl
Fred Gusosky arrived from Mogollón
The. patrons and friends of the normal
yesterday afternoon. He will remain
here about a month.
school of New Mexico are respectfully
invited to attend the opening of the
A Young Mexican
Assaults Flora
Forest fires are raging in the Black school on Monday September
in the
Fleuri With Criminal Intent.
Range, and these are, no doubt, the Presbyterian church at 10 o'clock, a. in.
cause of the smokv apiiearance of the
An address will be delivered by Hon.
He 1b Foiled in 1II Attempt After
atmosphere for the past few days.
G. Ritch, to be followed by short adW.
Dcuperate Kneounter With
V. 15. Walton, editor of the Deniing dresses by some of our local friends of
the Girl.
Headlight and one of the rising young education. All are cordially invited.
G. W. Mii.es,
attorneys of Doming, came up Sunday
Last Monday a young Mexican who
Secretary.
mornafternoon and returned Monday
was riding a black borne and waH carry
Geo. Ski.iiv,
ing. He returned from an extended vising a reyolver.assaulted Flora Fluri at her
Principal.
it to Pennsylvania last Friday.
father's milk ranch on the Central road
A brother of Tom Boone is out in the
Robert Gillett, the loquacious "Kid,"
about midway between thin place and
part of the county looking for
western
ll
Central. At the time of going to press accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
is from the strip and wants
He
cattle.
of Mrs. C. J.
Gillett, sister-in-lathe facts concerning the affair, as near
to
ship.
cattle
ly as they can be gathered, are these Gooch whom they have been visiting
15. T. Link announces himself in The
1 be Mexican found Miss l'leun who is for several weeks past, returned to Gon
as a candidate for the office of
Eaoi.k
a young girl fourteen or fifteen years old zales, Texas, on last Friday's train.
of schools ot this county,
superintendent
some distance from the house and, no
G. AV. Miles, who went down t o Las subject to the action of the democratic
doubt, thinking that he could frighten
Cruces last week, has purchased a farm county convention. This is an office of
her into complying with his wishes
on the Rio Grande near Rincón. He great importance but the salary is small
drew his revolver and attempted to in
will plant it in fruit, mainly apples and in comparison with the work which has
timidatc her into submitting to him
plums. There is now plenty of water in to lie done. Mr. Link is a man who
but he soon discovered that the girl had
the Rio Grandrf and Prof. Miles says would honestly and conscientiously disno intention of submitting and he then
that late fruit and alfalfa will be very charge the duties of the office if nomina
attempted to accomplish bis design by
much lienefitted. There was a good ted and elected. He is well known
the use of force. The encounter was desrain in the vallev last Saturday night.
throughout the county and would make
perate and during the struggle Miss Fingooil race for the oflice.
a
announ
of
n's clothing was torn into shreds but Thomas J. Clark, the Gila,
Eam.khs
of
Thk
issue
in
this
himself
ces
J. Crockett Givens, of Central,
the villain was foiled in accomplishing
of
com
himself in this issue as a
county
ollice
for
the
announces
candidate
a
bis purpose.
Yesterday, Calvin Fleuri, the father of missioner, for this district, before. the candidate for the democratic nomthe girl, made a complaint before Jus- coming democratic convention. Judge ination for county commissioner
is
tice Givens, of this place, and a warrant Clark is a well known and honored resi- - from his district. Mr. Givens
in this part of the
known
was placed in the hands of Deputy Sher-i- ff lent of the Gila valley, and, if he proves well
Baca for the arrest of one Gomez who as popular over the county as he is in county and has held the office of justice
resides on a ranch altout three miles his own precinct, he will lie elected by a of the peace for Central precinct for some
aliove this place. It was believed at the large majority. He has held the office years to the entire satisfaction of the
time the complaint was made thatitwas of justice of the peace several terms and people there. He was once complimented
one of the Gomez brothers who was the is now postmaster at Gila postolhee. He by Judge Henderson on account of the
guilty party but nothing definite can be is a large property owner and it would mannei in which he kept t he records and
ascertained as to this until the prelimi be to bis interest to manage county af- papers of his office. Judge Givens knows
how an office should be conducted.
fairs as they should be managed.
nary examination is heard.
Go. Deputy Sheriff Paea went to the
mez ranch and arrested Miguel Gomez,
I
PRIZE AT WORLDS FAi
C.M.HNDERSOWtCO.TOOrv
who is a young married man. He pro
tested his innocense and stated that he
"S
,i'
had not been awav from the ranch dur
ing the day that the crime was commit
ted and his wife stated that be had I teen
A
employed all day in the construction of
4f. " V.
8
I
,r
a chicken house and that he had not
1 HENDERSONS:.
liven out of her sight for any consider
SflA'MOOL
.UiOUSfíHñrr LITTLE REIl SCHOOL
"HOUSE SHOES
able length of time during the day
The brother of the arrested man also
protested that he had not lieen away
from the ranch on Monday and said that
be would come in with the. officer if he
bad had a saddle. He promised to Ik1
in this morning in time for the prelimi
narv examination when Miss Fleuri will
have an opportunity to recognize, if she
can, the one who committed the crime.
This is the first attempt at rujie in
this part of New Mexico for years and if
the offender lie found he will undoubtedly receive the punishment which he
so richly deserves.

AN ATTEMPT AT

RAPE.
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,
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PERSONAL PALAVER.,
Mention of People You Do and
Not Know.

AUGUST 29, 1894.

Mrs. Harrington and little daughter,
Do

who have been visiting Mrs. P. J. Dodd,
returned to their home at Deming last

Saturday.
'

Other IntereHtliig Matter Which Can He
Read With Profit By All Our

Go to Rose

&

Fritter's

candies.
S. G. Bishop was

BEAUTIES IN OAK AND ASH
A

Fine Line of Furniture Just
ceived at Hinman's.

Re-

for fresh made
Housekeepers

Can Furnish

Their Homes

in from the Gila
Beautifully and at Very
Small Cost.
Townspeople.
last monday. He says that cattle are
looking well and that the feed is good in
his vicinity.
Mrs. S. II. Eckles íh on the Kick list.
Last week 0. C. Ilinnian, the furniture
W. C. Porterfield is enjoying a vacaFor fresh candies, fruits and fine cigars dealer of this place received, an entire
go to Rose & Fritter's.
tion on the Gila.
car load of fine furniture of the latest
Dr. W. H. White returned last Sun- style. He is now showing highly polishV. Berger anl family were in town
day from Las Vegas where he had been ed tables in quartered oak and ash, bed
yerterday from Blue Creek.
in attendance at a meeting of the Dental room suits of different design and at a
7777 Slates at Porterfield's.
variety of prices, sideboards which would
Mrs. Maylield of Deniing came up on Association of New Mexico.
grace
the most elegantly appointed din
to
Clothing!
In
order
close
out
my
Monday's train to visit friends in this
entire stock of Men's, BoyH' and Youths' ing room and cheaper ones for less precity. Clothing, I will sell them at cose for tentious homes, book cases for the library
Ilerlx-r- t
Martyr made a Hying trip to cash only.
Aaron Sciiutz.
in handsome finish with adjustable
El Paso last week.
Soaps, Toilet Articles and Perfumery shelves to accomodate the handy duoSchool Supplies of all kinds at Porter-field'- s. at W. L. Jackson & Co's.
decimo or the ponderous quarto, chairs
Mrs. A. W. Nichol, of Boonville, Mo., in almost ei.dless variety for the parlor,
Mrs. W. JI. Decker and sifter were is here visiting her parents, Mr. and library, sitting room, dining room, or
over from Central last Monday.
Mrs. J. A. Heather.
kitchen and some very neat designs for
Hooks for The College and Public
Finest Cutlery in the city at W. L. theoflice.
Schools at Porterfield's.
Jackson & Co's.
Besides these there are dozens of nir
Miss May (iaddis went out to Clark
Mrs. Geo. D. Jones left on Monday nacs which must be seen to be appreciRodgers's Lone Mountain ranch last morning for Mogollón where she will ated and which every housekeeper
Monday.
visit her sister, Mrs. Shellhorn.
knows how to make use of in the furnishLeave vour subscription for any publiBuy your School Supplies at W. L. ing and decorating of a room.
cation with Con M. Nolan, opposite Post Jackson k Co's.
The furniture is all of the latest pat
Olliee.
S. A. Alexander was down in the terns and design, some of it lieing eleM. F. Fleming's family will move into
southern part of the county last week gantly carved and polished while some is
town this week, in order to give the
talking with the voters alxuit the asses- of plainer design and finish and, of
children the benefit of the schools here.
course, cheaper but it is all cheap when
sor's ollice.
Fresh fruits of all kinds arriving daily
material, quality and finish are taken
Prescriptions a specialty at W. L
at Nolan's, oposite Post Olliw.
into consideration.
Jackson and Co's.
Mrs. (iurdon Bradley and sister reA visit to the store which is at the
F. C. Earle, purchasing agent for the
turned last Sunday from an outing at
corner of Main and Yankie streets will
El Paso Smelting Works, arrived here
the (!ila Hot Springs.
amply repay any house owner or house
last Saturday. He is looking for ore for
keeper in the county and Mr. Hinman is
Mr. and Mrs. George Bell and Mrs. his
company.
always glad to show his goods.
Swift leave this morning for a few days
Queensware, Glassware and Fruit
In addition to the car load of furniture
outing at the Gila Hot Springs.
Jars at Neff's.
which
he has just received he has and alThe finest lino of Imorted and doMrs. Phillip., wife of Dr. C. T. Phillips, ways keeps in stock a full line of .wall,
mestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's opof this place, arrived from Texas last paper, niattrasses, springs, pillows and
posite Post OHice.
W. U. Beall and W. D. Duke have re- Saturday. They expect to reside here many other articles needed by the
house- furnisher, all of which he sells
turned to Sabinal. They have some permanently.
Only the choicest meats are kept at K. cheap for cash, having found it a better
very good prospects down there.
H. Speed it Co's market.
plan to make small profits and get eiuh
The latest styles of Ladies', Misses'and
The Post OHice Store is the only place for his goods than sell on credit at larger
Children's Shoes just received at Aaron
in Town that has fresh roasted Peanuts profits and be
Sch ut z's.
obliged to wait for his
everv week.
Call
money.
the store and look at
at
Miss Maud Knuckey came over from
B. T. Link.
2t
She will reGeorgetown lat Monday.
Mrs. C. L. Cantlv left, last Sunday His slock whether you want to purchase
main here in attendance at the normal morning for a mouth's visit to Denver. or not.
Citv Marshal Cantly accompanied her
In short, if there is anything in the
school.
as tar as I leming.
hou.--e furnishing line you need, the place
Fresh Fruits of all kinds received daily
For a fine, juicy steak go to U. If. to go and get it, and get it for
what it is
at the Post OHice store.
Speed & Co's.
B.T. Link.
worth, is at Hinman's. He keeps a line
Chief L. A. Skelly and Foreman Con
l!ev. Edward S. Cross, formerly rector Whitehill, "who represented the Silver line of carpet samples and will get anyof the Episcopal church at this place, is Ciiy fire department at the recent tour thing in the carpet line from the cheapnament at Las egas, returned last Sun- est to the linest on short notice.
now at Circlcville, Ohio.
You cannot afford to neglect a visit to
day.
Mrs A. J. Clark ami (laughter Annie
Call at R. H. Sped & Co's for choice Hinman's if you are going to furnish a
housr ; buy a new parlor set or only invest
came up from Deniing Monday after- roasts, steaks and chops.
a fewdollars in furniture.
noon. Mrs. Clark came up to make arA. A. Alt and wife left for San
rangements for putting her daughters Bnrnnrdino, Cal., where they expect to
Col. D. A. Martin was at Deming last
make their future home, hist Monday. week looking into the political
Nina ami Annie in the convent here.
situation.
mt. ah took a receipt tor a subscription He made the acquaintance of the popuHose & Fritter receive fresh fruit on to. Tu k Kaoi.k with him to the golden list leaders
bitt did not join the new
every train. Give them
d ":.
stale.
partv.
a--

;

--
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MINE, MILL AND SMELTER
The Outlook for Silver Seems to be
Improving.
The Kffeet of the New Tariff 15111 on the
Producers in the Southwest.

AUGUST 29, 109

tí

course it will benefit silver miners more

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
Railroad Time Table,
than any others, but it will also create a
In Effect August B, 1894.
market for iron ore for fluxing purposes.
The El Paso Smelting Works are now
No. 8011,
No. 05.
treating about 400 tons of ore daily, but Arrives.
Departs.
DESTINATION.
two of the big stacks are not in operationThese will probably be blown in 4:00 p. m.
10:10 a. in.
Silver City
12:40 p. in.
as soon as contracts can be made for ore 1:10 ""
Doming
12:40
f 12:50 a, in.
11:4 a. m.
nough to keep them going.
l:4il p. ni.
Nutt
"
"
11:20
10:40
Hincón
"
"
A good deal of work is now being done H:05
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Joseph,
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For some days past there has lieen a
decided tendency toward a higher price
for silver. Various reasons have been
given, but the one which seems most
plausible is that speculators are buying
up the metal in anticipation of a largely
increased demand from China.
the advance lias been small it is
enough to encourage producers and
Secretary
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TOPICS OF THE TIME
Subjects of Interest to the General
Reader.
Finnnrlnl Legislation Demanded Ily
ganized Labor Tariff Hill Krruro,
muí Their KfTeot.

Or-

Representative Hartnian of Montana
presented in the house one day last week
resolutions for the free coinage of silver
which are regarded by the free silver
advocates as one of the most significant
expression in favor of their doctrine,
which has been elicited by the agitation1
of the 'past year. The resolutions have
been considered and adopted during the
present' session by the most powerful
labor organizations of the country, are
strongly worded and are signed by the
chief officers of the various unions. The
feigners are J. I). Sovereign, grand master workman, and John W. Hayes, secretary and treasurer of the Knights of
Lalior; Samuel Gompers, president of
the American Federation of Labor; Marion IUitler, president of the National
Farmers' Alliance; Henry II. Trenor,
president, and I'. F. McOuire, secretary,
of the brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners; P. M. Arthur, chief of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers;
C. A. Kolliiirson, president of the Fanners' Mutual Benefit Association ; Frank
Sargent, Grand Master Workman, and
F. W. Arnold, seire'ary and treasurer
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, and John Mcliride, president of
the United Mineworkera of America.
Accompanying the resolutions is an
address to the members of organized
labor and all other producers and toilers throughout the United States, which
led to their adoption.
The address declares "That in view of
the general distress at a time when
are full, and in the natural order
of things producers and toilers should lie
enjoying the fruits of their labors, it
seems that the time has come for united
action on the part of those who create
the wealth of the countrv."
One of the causes which brought aliout
this condition, the address says, is the
departure from the wise bimetallic finan
cud principles of Washington, Jefferson
and Hamilton and the substitution of the
monometallic policy dictated by the Eu
ropean money holders and their Ameri
can allie.
A review of the financial legislation is
given to show what part was enacted i
the interest of the producing as well as
of the
classes. The proposition is set forth that Itefore the demonetization of silver 3,500 bushels ol
wheat or':i5,000 pounds of cotton equalled
the annual pay of a senator or congress
man, while today 10,000 bushels of
gra-neri-
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wheat or 100,000 pounds of cotton barely
suffices ; that formerly 35,000 bushels of
wheat or 350,000 pounds of cotton would
have paid the salary of the president,
while today he receives the equivalent
of 100,000 bushels of wheat or 1,000,000
pounds of cotton, and the same proportion applies to all other fixed salaries
and incomes;
The demoralization of the food pro
ducing section is said to have caused the
manufacturers to lose the markets for
their goods so that hundreds of thou
sands of workmen have been thrown out
of employment and the demonetization
of half of the world's volume of money
makes it comparatively easy for capital
ists to corner and manipulate the other
half.
In the review of financial legislation it
is charged that all acts since the civil
war have been in the interest of the
bondholders and against the producers,
and the Sherman law is said to have
been repealed at the demand of Europe
an financiers, although a grand fight
was made by the people's

provides that articles of foreign manu
facture must be stamped with the name
of

their origin,

and

then

says

:

marked, stamped,
"And until
branded or labeled, they shall not be
deliverd to the importer, snoum any
article of imported merchandise lie
mnrlriul utamnwl. etc.. in eXCCSS of the
quantity exactly contained in such arti
cle."
It is assumed that there should have
been a period established between the
words "importer" and "jhould," but as
there is none the paragraph as it stands
is unintelligible and may lead to serious
embarrassments in its execution.
so

tt t

The Gorman compromise tariff bill is
to become a law. That at least is the
of War
fixed opinion of
Stephen B. Elkins, who had it direct
from Chairman William L. Wilson.
"You see." said Mr. Elkins, as he
sat in his office, "I met Wilson at the
Pennsylvania depot the other day and
put the question to him direct. Now, I
have forgotton whether he said the president would sign the bill or allow it to
become a law without his signature, but
The resolutions are as follows:
he said positively it would become a law.
We demand of the present conirress He spoke with such positiveness that I
the immediate ret urn to t he money of the was forced to the conclusion that he had
constitution as established by our fathers, by restoring the free and unlimi excellent authority for the assertion."
ted coinage of silver at a ratio of 16 to 1,
GO TO TIM
the coins of loth metals to be equally
full legal tender for all debts, public and
private as before the fraudulent demonSILVER CITY
etization of silver in 1873.
V e a'8o condemn the issuance of a
national debt in the time of peace and
the use of interest bearing bonds at any
time.

t tt

TEN CENT
STORE

Representative Johnson of North
Dakota also introduced the same day a and buy your Dry Goods, Crockery,
bill providing for the unlimited coinage Tinware, Glassware and Notions
CHEAP FOR CASH.
of silver, although his bill does not pro
Woi'll lower tint fi iinv otlior Intimo In tint
vide for the free coinage of the white
city. It Is to YOUR INTEREST TO CALL.
metal. In 1876 a joint resolution was
B. B0RENSTEN.
passed limiting the amount of subsidiary
coins to lie coined in one year, plus the
CARSON,
amount already in circulation, to $50,
000,000. The object of Johnson's bill is
to remove this limitation and give the
secretary of the treasury authority to
coin as many fractional pieces of silver
ai he may desire. No limit is to lie
placed on the amount in circulation.
Corner limad tray mid Texas Sts.
Johnson says he was led to introduce
this bill because of many complaints he
and his fellow congressmen from the
Finest Brands of
western states had received of the scare
ity of subsidiary coins. The bill would WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
very likely receive some attention imme
diately if it were not so near the end of
Club Room in Connection.
the session, but it will probably lie taken
up next winter.

JOHN

Parlor

q

t t t
Additional errors in punctuation in the
new tariff bill are constantly Wing dis
covered by the treasury officials. An
important mistake has just been found
in section 5 of the free list. The section
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possibility of its sending two republican
senators to Washington who would, in
all probability, wipe out or nearly wipe
Statehood for New Mexico In the out
the narrow majority which the demBalance.
ocrats will have in the senate after the
rd of next March.
IlK AlmlKHion Will Depend On the Result
Whether the reduced majority at the
of the Coming Klertlon.
last election was on account of a change
in political sentiment or a loss of popuProbably More tlie next issue of Thk larity on the part of Delegate Joseph can
Ea(ii.k comes from the press, congress
only be told after the next eleetioa. If
will have adjourned and the last glimthe territory goes democratic by a safe
mer of hope that the senate will pass the majority I believe the senate will hasten
bill for the admission of New Mexico to pass the bill for the admission of New
into the union, at this session, will have Mexico into the union but if.on thcother
disappeared.
hand, the territory should go republican,
Although New Mexico has been knock the bill which is now licfore the senate,
ing for admission into the union for
favorably reported, will not lie acted
forty years and bills for its admission upon. If it is reasonably certain that
'
have passed both houses of congress at the numlicr of democrats in the senate
different times, it appears now as though will be increased by the admission of
its admission depended on the result of New Mexico, the territory will lie ad
the election in November.
mitted, but if a republican delegate
The democratic majority in the senate should le elected at the coming election,
is very narrow and it is liable to be re- I
believe that statehood would still be a
duced rather than increased after the long way off for New Mexico.
next .session of congress. The demo
President Cleveland .has admitted
erats in the senate are moving cautious- the justice of the claims of New Mexico
ly and I do not think that the democrats for admission and there is not the
of that branch of the New Mexico legis
slightest doubt but that he would sign
lature care to act on the bill for the ad the bill promptly should it lie passed bv
mission 01 Aew Mexico until they are congress. As the bill stands now it will
satisfied that the territory is safely dem- have to go back to the house after havocratic. This, I admit, is not justice to ing passed the senate because there have
been some changes made in the house
the people of New Mexico, but the bill by the senate committee on territorights of the residents of this territory ries, but it could lie reached on the
are not to lie considered in this matter, house calendar if the senate does not
the bill too long. The
The only question in relation to the bill delay its action on
next session of congress is a short one,
for the admission of New Mexico which its entire duration lieints only three
democratic senators are considering arc months, and some time will be lost in
those in relation to the politics of the the customary holiday vacation so that
there will really lie no more than ten
territory.
weeks of actual work.
The fitness of New Mexico for admiscongress a bill
During the forty-thir- d
sion to the union was years ago deter- for the admission of New Mexico passed
mined in the affirmative, when, at Ixitli bouses of congress. The bill passed
house bv a vote of ldO to 4 on May
different limes, a majority of both the 1874,
anil at the second session of that
21,
f'"noilses voted to admit the territory. The congress, on the 24th day of February,
situation with regard to the admission 1875. the bill, with some slight amend
of 32
of this territory is not different from the ments, passed the senate by a vote
to 1 but it reached the house so late in
conditions surrounding other territories the session that it was not considered in
which have lieen admitted in recent ilmt. lodv. When it passed the senate
years. The party in power has admitted there was but a week of the session
in the rush of the closing
those territories tthich it was believed
session it could not lie iirougiu, up in tnc
wouui strengtnen t lie party in congress house. Just such a situation may pre
and help in the electoral college. Terri- sent itself during the coming session o
tories having less population, less this coinrress but it is hardly probable
territory should be safely demo
wealth, smaller area" and fewer natural If the I do not think that the senate
cratic
resources than New Mexico have lieen would lose any time alter its meeting in
admitted into the union by the republi- December in passing the bill for the tul
coub
cans when they were in power and, at mission of New Mexico, and init ample
then Ite reached by the house
refused
Mexico
New
was
time
same
the
lime. The democratic majority there
admission.
large enough to take the bill up and pas;
Since 1S82 New Mexico has lieen safely it promptly.
The democrats of the territory in condemocratic, but at the elect ion two years
assembled next .. month at
vention
ago Joseph's majority was much smaller Las
the
select
should
Cruces
in
man
than it had been in any previous elec- tiest
and' strongest
tion and that fact has doubtless bad the party for candidate for delegate at
election as u;on a good dem
some influence on t he action of the dem the next
in my opinion, Hangs
majority,
ocratic
ocratic senate. I do not doubt that sen- the only hope of statehood for New Mexators have fears that théVrritory is too ico for some time to come.
Pemookat.
evenly balanced Militically to risk the
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it to the cuckoo vade mecum in the New
York Sun. Here it is :
In withholding his signature from the

Published

every Wednesday Morning by odious Gorman bill, while permitting it
LOOMIS & OAKES.
to become a law by the time limitation,

Cleveland has once more
Office on Yankle Street between Texas and President
Arizona Streets.
earned
the
gratitude and commanded
Advertising Rates on Application.
the admiration of all good citizens. The
Subscription Rates, Postage Prepaid:
highest conception of public duty and of
One year
g.oo
Six months
- 1 00 personal responsibility has governed him
.
Three months
.
.60 in
this matter. Public office is indeed
SILVER CITY, N. M.. AUGUST 29. ISM.
with him a public trust. A weaker character, stubbornly insisting upon its own
Candidates' Announcements.
ideas, would have vetoed the bill without
FOR SHERIFF.
regard to the consequences to the revivI hereby announce myself as a candidate ing business of
the nation. A less resofor the office of sheriff of Grant county, subject to the action of the democratic county lute would have yielded -- to the dictation
convention.
of the impudent senate, and signed the
Bayi.oh Shannon.
bill, signing at the same time the PresiFOR COLLECTOR.
political death warrant.
I hereby announce myself ns a candidate dent's own
for the office of Collector of Grant county,
subject to the action of the democratic coun- Grover Cleveland is neither to lie caty convention.
joled nor intimidate into any act oppug-na-

nt

D.

A.'Martin.

to his almost divinely inspired
I hereby announce myself ns a candidate
for the office of collector of Grant county, ideas of duty. By a masterly stroke of
subject to the action of the. democratic coun- statesmanship, he
has disposed of a
ty convention.
John F. Kious. troublesome question in the one and onI hereby announce myself as a
candidate ly manner consonant at the same time
for the office of Collector of Grant county,
subject to the action of the republican coun- with personal dignity, party expediency,
ty convention.
Clark Robokrs. and exalted patriotism. Thank God for
a Cleveland at such a time !
FOR PROBATE CLERK.

IS.
.1

I-

I hereby announce myself ns a candidate
Hbxky Wattkrso.n, editor of the
for renomlnution for the office of Probate
Clerk of Grant county, at the coming demoCourier-Journa- l,
Louisville
says that if
cratic county convention.
E. M. Youno.
the last democratic national convention
had susjieeted that Cleveland would not
FOR ASSESSOR.
I hereby announce myself as a
candidate stand on the Chicago platform he could
for the office of Assessor of Grant County,
subject to the action of the democratic coun- not have been nominated and that if the
ty convention,
s. A. Alexander.
voters had suspected it he could never
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
have been elected. If Grover Cleveland
I hereby announce myself as a
cnndldate had kept in mind that the democrats of
for t he office of county commissioner for the
third district of Grant county, subject to the the country, in convention assembled at
action of the democratic county convention.
Chicago, had declared that "We hold to
A. J. Clakk.
the use of both gold and silver as the
I hereby announce
myself for county commissioner from the Hrst district of Grant standard money of the country, and to
county, subject to the action of the demothe coinage of both gold and silver,
crat ic county convention.
Thomas.). Clark.
without discriminating against either
I hereby announce myself as a
candidate metal or charge for mintage," and had
for the office of county commissioner for the
Hrst district of Grant county, subject to the honestly endeavored to carry out the
act ion of the democratic county convention. pledge of
the platform instead of opposF. J. Davidson.
ing all silver legislation and setting up
I heredy announce
myself us a candidate
for county commissioner in and for district his own ideas against those of the demoNo. 1. Grant county, subject to the action of
crats in both the house and senate, he
the democratic county convention.
J. CllOCKKT GlVENS.
might have leen in greater favor with
the party. He certainly would have had
FOR SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
I hereby announce myself as a candidate the reputation of endeavoring to
carry
for Superintendent of Schools for Grant county, subject to the action of the democratic out the wishes of the people as ajpublie sercounty convention.
vant should do, instead of trying to make
B. T. Link.
all the people lxiw to his will as a public
v
servant should not do. The democratic
Tho cuckoo is not so noble a bird as party is all right but Grover Cleveland
Ti.k Eau.k and it must 1h' confessed needs to be taught some elementary lesthat it ha fallen into disrepute of late, sons in democracy.
lmt for all that Tiik Eaoi.k is disposed to
treat it with all fairness. Congress has
Thk present board of county commisadjourned and the cuckoo w ill he given a sioners has done its duty well so far, notrest until the fall campaign for the elec- withstanding the many obstacles which
tion of congressmen commences. Just have been thrown in the way and the

sadl tukTivkoTisvaluxj.

people of this county are of the same
Of the present board there is
but one who has announced hiiaself for
any office in the coming campaign and
that one is Baylor Shannon who has announced himself for the office of sheriff
of this county. That he would make a
good officer goes without saying, and the
present indications are that he will be
nominated and elected. It is understood
that Mr. Brannin is a candidate for
but he is at present in the
northwest and has not announced himself as a candidate. As to Mr.' Foster,
the republicans could do no better than
to renominate him for the position
which he now holds. He has not announced himself as a candidate, but it is
hard to see how he can decline the nomination if it were to be tendered him.
That lie is as popular a man as could
possibly be nominated by the republicans is evidenced by the fact that he was
the only republican elected upon the
present boird.
Wk bku to call the attention of the
school board to the fact that no poll tax
was collected in this precinct last year.
This money goes to the school, which
needs every dollar it can get. No man
would be so small and mean as to refuse
to pay a dollar towards the support of
the school, and while no enormous sum
would be got from this source, a very appreciable addition to the school fund
would be made if the poll tax were rigid-- ,
ly collected. Let the board see to it that
the tax is collected this year. Six hundred and fifty-on- e
dollars was collected
in 1892, and while as much could not be
got now the sum that could be realized is
well worth looking after. Sentinel.

r

Thk Eaui.e called attention to the fact
that the poll tax for this year was being
collected last week.
If no poll tax
was collected last year it must have been
the fault of the person legally authorized
to collect the tax.
Tub democrats of Grant county must
put forward the best men in the party
this year if they expect to carry the election in November. While it is true that the
county has always been democratic on a
Btrict party vote, it is certain that there
will be a large number of votes cast at
the coming election for men rather than
party. If the democrats of the county
nominate worthy men in the coming
convention there need be no uneasiness
as to the result, but if the party should
nominate men whose records are not
clean these men will certainly be defeated, as they would deserve to be. Nominate good men, let all parts of the county
be recognized and all will be well.

But a few weeks ago President Cleveland condemned the senate tariff bill in
the strongest terms in a private letter to
at this time it may not he entirely out of opposition which it has had to encoun- Chairman
Wilson. It would seem that,
place to give the cuckoo view of Presi- ter. Thk Eaolk believes in encourag- in order to Iks
consistent, the president
dent Cleveland's action in reference to ing men who have done their duty and should have
vetoed the bill instead of althe new tariff bill. We :.r
lehted for believes that the great majority of the lowing it to become a law.

A
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THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,
Dibtrict Attorney Bum., who was at
Santa Fe last week, says that it is understood in the northern part of the territory that H.3.Fergus8on,of Albuquerque,
would accept the nomination for delegate
to congress from this territory should it
be tendered to him. Mr. Furgusson is
one of .the most popular den.ocrats in
New Mexico and is admirably qualified
for the office. With such a man at the
head of the democratic ticket the success
of the territorial democracy in the coming election would be assured beyond the
possibility of a doubt. Harvey B.
of Bernalillo, for delegate to
congress

AUGUST 29,
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parties at its head are practical newspaper men. While it seems to us the field
in Silver City is now crowded, still there
is always room at the top. We hope the
new venture will be a success. Industrial Advertiser (Socorro).
A

hrm success is but a mild expression of
our hopes that he will soon lay aside
enough sheckels to live comfortable and
enjoy life as he so dessrves. Las Vegas
Stock Grower.

CREDIT TO THE TOWN.

The Eaolk, a new
democratic paper just started at Silver

!

Thomas S. Heflis, of this city, has
resigned as assistant U. S. district attorney, and it is understood that U. S.
Attorney Hemmingway wants tí. 1.
Money appointed to the position, while
a large number of the democrats
of New Mexico would like to see E. V.
Chayez, of Socorro, in the position
Money is a new arrival while Chavez is
a native of the territory. Why not have
a man vho is known in the territory ap
pointed to the place?

We are in receipt of

AMES S. FIELDER.

ATTORNEY AT

UW,

Office nvflr Silver Clt.v Nlltlonul Blink.
N. M.
SILVER CITY

- GII.LETT.
City by Loomis & Oakes. The paper is s.B- ATTORNEY AT LAW and
NOTARY PUBLIC,
a credit to the town and its owners, and
Collections a Specialty,
N. M.
CITY
SILVER
The Advocate places it on its exchange
HARLLEE.
Ad
County
list with pleasure. Sierra
A."
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
X. M.
vocate.
SILVER CITY
"the eagle" is democratic.
OHXM. GINX,
AT LAW.
ATTORNKY
The Eagle, published at Silver City,
Will practice in all tlie Courts of the
Territory.
is on our tabla. It is democratic, which
M- SILVER CITY,
we much regret, for its makeup and gen
T. PHILLIPS.
eral appearance indicate more intelli
PHYSICIAN AND 8VRUKON.
gence than can generally be credited to Office at Bailey's drug Store. Rooms ai
Ur. Halley s residence.
the sheets of that party. Cerrillos Rus
M- SILVER CITY

Some of the republican politicians in
the territory are saying a great deal
against the agricultural college at Las
Cruces. These men are the enemies of
education, and vvould rather disparage
the work of the agricultural college,
thinking that such a course might, in
some manner, redound to the benefit of
the republican party, than to do any
thing to benefit the institution. Such a
course will not win. Efficient educational institutions are needed in New
Mexico; the people realize the fact and
the party that opposes the progress of
education, in any mannner, will not
only lose votes, but will lose the respect
of the people.

someprYsspVnTons.

tler.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
BltlGHT AND NEWSY.
The Eagle is the name of a bright
A. M.
and newsv democratic weekly just start D Silver City Chapter. Xo. 2. lit Masonic Hull,
lti'inihir convocations on u neunesOakes
&
ed at Silver City, with Loomis
of each month. All companions
diiv evening
'
.
UtltTP' -, H. P.
im.U dw.u.as editors and, proprietors. It is ably I ii vi teai mi iimuiiu.
EBBY H. LADY, N!C y.
edited and its mechanical get up is of a r
superior order. Socorro Chieftain.
A. Silver City Lodge, Xo. 8. Meets at Mason- ull, over Sliver city hi at i
EDITED.
I.... ...... ,l.r .in np lufr the till 11)0011
mi
NEATLY PRINTBD AND ABLY
All visiting brothers invited to
month.
each
neatly
of
a
Eagle
name
is
the
The
"
attend.
l'EBBY II. LADY, BCC y.
printed and ably edited paper just estab
lished at Silver City by Loomis & Oakes O mi?"..
m.
i.,.njr tin. S. O. E. 8. Meets
Albuquerque Citizen.
every 1st ami 3d Thursday In each month at
.

A

M..uniniinii. Mns. Cena Coso bo ve. W. M.
Mrs. nei.Ii y h. lady, pec y.
The Eagle is the name of a neat and r ii
I
Xo. I. meets
newsy new democratic paper at Silver . t,iui." lflrWlv Encampment
2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
the
Citv. A. J. Loomis is the editor. Eddy Visiting patriarchs cortiiauynivmxj c p
NEAT AND NEWSY.

tv

Argus.

J.
A

VALUABLE

,T.

Kki.i.y, Scrllie.

ACQUISITION.

at Odd
tk..,h t.iwl,r. No. 13. meets
The initial number of The Eagle
Saturday ev- Fellows'Hall, over
Silver
at
&
Oakes
corumuj AT nj-n nublished bv Loomis
u...,i..,ru Mniiiii- or the morner
ur
1. W. ti....,..,
.rltu.1 tunttmul.
IIIIIJ"".
it
announces
us.
reached
It
City, has
ST. GKOIIGB ROBINSON, nee y.
self as democratic m politics, and if it
maintains the standard of excellence of I.HeU'n' Lodge. Xo. 7. RelKikah nights In
and fourth Friday
the first number, it will be a valuable each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Udn Xo.
13, over
l. n. iwi"w
acquisition to the territorial press.
ST. UKOBOE KOHlNBUn, cnx Jf
Springer Stockman.
KtMeets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
BEAUTY.
A TYPOGRAPHICAL
T

post-offic- e,

f

-

'.

post-ome- e.

Y

IT I'KINTH AM. THE NKWS.

The Eaglk has made its appearance
from Silver City, with Loomis & (Jakes
editors and proprietors. The paper is
gotten up in an unusual form for a country weekly, being made up of sixteen
small pages of three columns to the page.
The paper is bright and newsy, having
one distinct scoop on the last Sentinel,
an account of the jail delivery last
Friday. Western Liberal.
A

NEW AND NEWSY

PAPER.

Silver City has a new and newsy democratic paper, Tub Eagle, by Loomis &
Cakes. Las Vegas Optic.
ALWAYS ROOM

AT THE TOP.

The Eagle is the title of a new dem
ocratic weekly publication issued at Sil
ver City by Messrs. Loomis and Oakes
the latter a rractical printer and the for
mor finí of the cleverest writers. It is
clean, newsy and altogether a typogrnph
ical beauty. New Mexican.
THE LATEST ADDITION.

Tu Raoir is the latest addition' to
Silver City journalistic circles. It ap
pears to lie independent democratic in
politics and its first number is bright
and newsy. Southwest bentinel.
THE SHECKELS

ARE COMING.

It was with extreme pleasure that we
Volume 1, number 1, of The Eagle, a
as an exchange a copy of The
received
by
published
new democratic paper,
by
Loomis & Oakes, of Silver City, has Eagle, published in Silver City
Oakes
Mr.
Mpssrs.
Loomis
Oakes.
and
pubbeen received. It is a neat
is well known to the proprietors of tl
lication, gotten up in the style of a
the Stock Grower, and to say that we wish
shows
ge

magazine, and

that

month. atOdd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
Fbank bioiit. C. C
Invited.
J. J. SBEB1DAN, K. K

AtMeets

on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
month. Fullow workmen cordlully Invited.
M. r.
C. L.

Cantley,

E. M. YoiiNO, Rec.

Sliver City Pout Oltlre.

Office open dully except Sunday from 8 a.m

'penSundays from 9 to 9:40 a. m.. and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central, Hanover, Georgetown and all railroad points dally nt 9:4(1 a. m.
,
Mall closes for Mogollón and all ntermedi-at- e
Wednesdays
Mondays,
m.,
8
a.
points at
and Fridays.
Mail closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p.m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
..
dally at 4 p. m.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at p, m Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 10:30 a. m.
L. A. SKKiiLY.

Pqstwasteb
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FROM THE SPIRIT WQJtLD midnight. She awoke suddenly and

be-

fr.

which was the soul of man returns
to the general mass of what you call an

that

lieved that she saw in the mirror hanging opposite her bed tho severed head of element?"
Interesting Experiments of a Young
"Xo, for that portion of the element
Henry .
French Physician.
Some time afterward Dr. X. cast her has been personalized forever."
"Do you see what is passing on earth ."'
into the magnetic sleep, as he was acA Guillotined French Annrclilxt tilves
"Nt more than when, on earth, I saw
customed to do. In this state to his
DrHcrlptldll of Spirit Life,
was passing in what you call the
what
docile
longer
was
no
she
great surprise,
to his own suggestions, but imagined world of spirits."
Experiments in "occultism" spiritual-is"By what phenomena has your '.per
herself to be Emile Henry in person.
we trail it in America have for some
soul substituted itself for that
sonalized
She liegan, in clear words and with a
time, writes the Paris correspondent of
Miss
of
X.?"
of
Henry
like
that
feverish eloquence
t lie Philadelphia Times, lieen
in vogue
"It is not a substitution. Among you
himself, to explain his ideas about sociin Paris. Dr. Charcot, Rhortly before
there are double souls and triple souls.
ety.
his duath, thought physicians would do
Dr. X., who is nothing if not daring, Certain acts of yours, which seem inex- well even to stop talking of hypnotism
at once conceived a plan of putting him- plicable to yourselves, are the work of
for the good of society. The following
self in communication with the spirit of souls superposed to your own."
isof v.'ry re. ;e:it occurrence. The uneasy
Here the voice grew very weak.
Emile Henry through Miss X., whom
spirit of Emile Henry which apjiears in
"Explain yourself better.''
he believed to be a medium wonderfully
it may lie considered, at the reader's
to
He
resolved
band.
to
his
ready
"It is impossible for me."
choice, as good or bad, or an imposter,
"Why?"
model his first experiments on the lines
or else the result of "suggestion."
It is of the famous triptych, "Sensations of a "Because there are things which I
certainly not mere imagination.
Guillotined Head," by the mad painter, conceive and. which your ordinary and
X. is a young Paris doctor of more than
Wiertz, of P.rnssels. A great lady of even your scientific language is power
ordinary ability. Unlike many of his
Paris, who is much preoccupied with oc less to express."
comrades, he not only believes in a soul
cult phenomena, lent her salon for the
"Do you remember what happened
but also in the possibility of spiritualist
occasion. A dozen guests were invited to during your life?"
communication. lie lias bad a scientif 1)0 the witnesses, all skeptics, but per"My lite appears to me, whole and en
in training in Charcot's experiments
sons of known good faith and willing to tire, absolutely after the fashion of one
with hysterical and hypnotic patients,
judge impartially, All these agree in general view."
and he is thoroughly acquainted with what they actually saw and beard with
"Will you tell us what you experi
the ways of the médiums. 1 le is lieyond out
pronouncing on the cause of the phe enced at the moment of your execution?"
suspicion of imposture, and bis training
nomena.
"Already, on the eve, tho thought of
ought to keep him from being duped
It was late on Saturday night, or dying for my opinions caused mc a kind
easily.
rather Sunday morning. The doctor of fierce pleasure. If I seemed afraid,
Miss X. is ayoung lady 18yearsof age,
had unusual difficulty with his magnetic it was localise of a dream I was having
a remarkable violinist and beautiful.
passes, and it waj only toward 2:.0 at the moment they came to wake me."
She is in that nervous state which is so
o'clock, when the spectators were al
"Will vou tell us what the dream
common among lioth Parisian and Amerready well nigh discouraged, that Miss was;
ican line ladies, and which is known as
X. seemed at last to fall into a deep
"Do not ask me again, or I shall cease
neurasthenia. Dr. X. is the regular sleep. Di. X. then touched her forereplying to any of your questions."
physician of Miss X.
head and her eves suddenly owned. The
"Is death by decapitation painful?"
Miss X. was present nil through the
witnesses were shocked at the change
"Xo'death is painful, and I no longer
trial of Eniile Henry. Neither before wrought in her features. Their usual
understand how mankind discusses such
nor since has she been known to express tweet expression ifcad given place to
questions."
any sympathy with anarchist ideas, but something harsh and masculine, he
"What happens when material -- lift
the naturally bright bh e eyes bad lecome
she became greatly impressed
has ceased?"
keen intelligence and determined words lusterless, while her lips had completely
"Another life begins, but one which
of the young bomb thrower.' It will be lost their color and were trembling.
words intelligible to you could not deremembered that Henry,, who had a
"Henry, is it you?"
sorille exactly."
university education, was allowed to
The trembling lips seemed unable to
"Are you wiser than you were during
fend his deeds and doctrines in a sjiceeh form an answer.
your life?"
that is K'rhaps the clearest exposition of
' I am not here; your question is
"I have a multitude of notions which
anarchy yet given to the world. It wa absurd. 1 am not in a place. I act on were then strange to me, but which
especially the savage inteuseness of this the person who answers you."
many living men might have if they
speech which seemed to burn in the
"You are, really Emile Henry?"
meditated more deeply and abstracted,
brain of Miss X. In the impossibility of
"I am obligtd to answer yes, although themselves completely from what sursaving this strange criminal from death, the answer is not exact."
rounds them."
his presence nevermore quitted her .
"What do you think now of the doc"Is that which is acting on Miss . at
thoughts. It was a case of what demo this moment your soul separated from trines which you professed during vour
nologisls call
life?"
your body?"
The first distinct "telepathic" phe
Here there was a long silence.
Altera long silence the answer came:
nonienon (Ibis is what Dr. X. chooses
"Do you repent of what you did?"
"I am going to try to explain. There
to call il) took place in the morning and
"There is no moa repentance possible-afte- r
at the very moment when Emile Henry's is 'soul as there is electricity. A part
death, because there is no mom
head fell under the knife of theguillotine. of this element is set in motion during
Miss X. was in bed anil asleep. She the first moments of the formation of free will. I know that I acted contrary
e mid scarcely have known it was the the human body, just as electric phen to the ends of my creation, but I can not
morning of the execution, as the hour oinena are produced by certain combina even desire to have acted otherwise."
was early and even the members of the tions metallic or otherwise."
"You were an atheist while alive.
"Do you mean to sav that,afierdea!h Are vou still one?"
press had been informed of it only af or
m

.

h

.
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"What I denied was the symbol or
'act' perpetual, eternal and

EASY-GOIN-

image of the

LITTLE NOTES.
us though

it

spelled gowf, pleuse. The "London
I )uily News
says so.
Princess May C'ANTACiTZENB,daughter
of the Russian minister, won the
d
medal at the Corcoran Art School
recently.
San now, the strong- - man, will be
married stion to Miss Hrooks, daughter
i t a wealthy manufacturer in Itradford,
England.
Jri.iA Ward Howe received only 85
for iier famous "liattle Hymn of the
.RepuUie." It was first printed in the
Atlantic Monthly.
A woman in Cambridge, England.
who has built up a successful business
in typewriting, has obtained a machine
lilted with the Creek alphabet ami
mathematical signs so she can utilize
it for the benefit of mathematical and
classical scholars.
sec-oli-

Read poetry. It enriches the mind
with ideals that may become real.
lÍKADthe Bible. It gives promise of
the future and strengthens the soul.
IlUAD science.
It supplies information that equips for usefulness and prevents the triumph of error.
Head romance. The examples of its
heroes are an exaltation, and tend to
the formation of noble character.
Read history. It is the story of the
the progress of human life. It touches
by example and stimulates to ende.iVsr.
Read philosophy. It imparts wisdom to consider till things, knowledge
to understand all tilings and fortitude
to endure all things.

l'onrt-ne-

good-nature-

'

s

King Humbert has the reputation of
being the most constitutional of all the
constitutional monarchs of Europe.
So well has he fulfilled this rule that,
according to the Baltimore Sun. he
may be said to have, save in one point
only, completely extinguished his personality. That point is his determination, at all costs, to keep up the army
and navy to their present state of efficiency and numbers. The various ministries that have succeeded each other in
Italy with such rcpidity have really governed the state. This one
condition they had to accept the
maintenance of the army as desired
by the king. His usual costume on
gala days and and when he shows
himself to his subjects is the military
costume. He is the first soldier in Italy.
That he possesses great courage has
been made fully evident by his devotion
when, the cholera having broken out
with virulence in Naples, he visited the
sick and dying day after day in their
low and unhealthy dwellings. What
he may be as a legislator, a thinker,
or a wit, the public is not informed.
No legislative measures of paramount
benefit or importance are attributed to
his initiative; no striking thought that
might enter the heart of the nation has
been pronounced by him or has
reached the people; even the faculty of
making a witty phrase, which, though
little in itself, beinir uttered bv mm in
high place acquires a value and a currency which carries it far and
renders popular its originator, is
not a quality which he possesses.
A
generous,
g
gentleman,
who
desires to live and let live in fact, a
person of rather neutral characteristicsis the picture that people make
to themselves of King Humbert. I!e
is to the fore when a review is held.
He looks well when, arrayed in grand,
military costume and riding a nol.l.-steeand surrounded by the exceptionally brilliant staff of the Italian
army, he reviews the troops in their
march past him. Again, when seatec.
in one oí the gala carriages, accompanied by the tall, steel-claroyi.'J
guards, he goes to open a new session
of parliament he ta a figure well
worih noticing. So deeply has tho
military spirit entered into the nation
that the king is never nublielv
on state occasions iu any other than
a military costume.
d,

easy-goin-

'

WHAT TO READ.

HUMBERT.

His One Conspicuous M'eaknefig a
for Military Display.

conscious."
"Is it a definition of God you intend
giving in these words?"
"It is what you call God. Ask nie no
more the vibrations are about to cease."
"What do you call vibrations?"
There was no answer.
The features of Miss X. now changed
back and the Doctor made haste to
awaken her by a few quick passes. All
at once she sat straight up in her chair.
Dr. N. led her away to a neighboring
room and the company dispersed.
The account here given is an exact report of the questions and answers of
this "interview" from beyond the tomb.
It only remains to point out that sonic of
the thoughts expressed, such as the impossibility of repentance or any exercise of free will after death,
corresiond
with the teachings of Catholic theology,
while the idea of soul as an
element is
not unlike the teachings of the French
physiologist, Claude Uennard. The
as an eternal act and of the
soul as not being in a place although derived from theology, were common speculations of Dr. Charcot when explaining
remarkable instances of knowledge in
his patients.

Pronounce coif

KING

G
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FOUND

IN

THE PEAT BEDS.

Remains or Prehistoric Animal Discovered
In KnjflaiKl.

From time to time the peat beds at
Newbury have yielded abundant remains of prehistoric animals which in
primeval ages roamed along the Ken-nvalley, when the physical conditions obtaining in western Europe were
altogether different from those which
now prevail before, in fact, the present
insular position was brought about. In
these peat beds, according to a London
r.ispateh, have been found the remains
of the colossal mammoth, including the

portion of a tusk which, when entire,
must, have been ten to twelve feet in
length; together witk the bonefi, teeth
or horns of other animals which have
utterly disappeared from the face of
the earth. The drainage works which
are now being carried on in the town
of Newbury have brought to light,
mostly in a high state of preservation,
numerous bones, skulls, and other fossil portions of animals which lived on
subsequently to the disappearance of
the
mammals, such as the
wolf, bear, wild boar, red deer, roe,
goat, dog, fox, horse. Various objects
of Hint, characterizing
the age of
stone, have also been found in the
lower layers of the peat, from which it
is evident that the prehistoric inhabitants of the river valley possessed great
dexterity in the fabrication of these
primitive weapons and tools, some of
the "knives" being beautifully chipped
and presenting an edge almost as fine
as a razor. Several articles of a later
epoch have been also met with, forming a curious melange, such as bronze
buckles of many kinds, implements of
bone, Roman pottery, a few coins, a
variety of keys. In the upper or made
earth of the cuttings in that part of the
town fought over by cavalier and
roundhead many relics of the period
have been found, including portions of
swords, stirrup-irons- ,
spurs, bridlebits,
horseshoes and many other things of
this date.
post-glaci-

al

A (ilgantle l'iKlertaklng.
Undismayed by their experience in
the Suez and Panama enterprises, the
French are undertaking to build another great canal. They have now
determined to connect the Hay of Biscay with the Mediterranean by a
".anal over 4(H) miles long, from
to 2 IS feet wide and from 2S to 31
feet deep, and with widened passing
piaces every eight miles. There will
be twenty-tw- o
locks, each (.:() feet iu
length and 80 feet in width. The
cost is calculated at 8100,000,000. It
is, however, safe to say that it will
be much more. It is claimed by its
promoters t hat besides greatly expediting commerce, this waterway will be
of vast political significance. If it
could only be kept open in war, Gibraltar, the strongest fort in the world,
would be rendered useless, and France,
instead of England, would hold the
"Key to, the Mediterranean."

Unfortunate

M. De Lesseps.

The great and unfortunate M. De
Lesseps in his extreme old age finds
himself a very poor man. He married
late in life and has a family of thirteen children. It is generally believed
that the blnnders of the Panama were
not criminal on his part. Hut recalling his past great services to commerce in the construction of the
Suez canal, it is proposed by a majority of the shareholders that during
the rest of M. De Lcssep's life he shall
be given an annuity of C.O.OOO francs, or
about Or.'.OiK), and that after his death
ami till his youngest child is of age,
40.000 francs a year shall go to the
widow and children. This illustrates
that there are cases when great corporations show they are not soulless.

.
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Territorial Convention.

In accordance with n resolution of the denr
ocratie territorial central committee, admit
ed at a mooting held In .Santa Fe on the, llth
nay or Auitust, ittw, a convention or the dom
K:ratlc party of the territory is hereliy called
iu meet ai un t ruces, . m on mo run oa
of September. 1HIM. at 2 o'clock D. m.. to tionil
nate a candidate for delegate to the house of
representatives or the Mth congress of the
i. iiiiea Mates.
In accordance with said resolution each
county of the territory Is entitled to one del
Pirn to to said convention for each V
votes
cast for Hon. Antonio Joseph, as deleítate to
congress in 1KM3, and an additional delegate
amount
roreacli Traction or the unit of
in); to (if ly or more. I'nder this apportion
me several conniies or tne territory
ment
ait- - cnl itled lo representation as follows:
No. of Deleítales.
Counties.
lf
nenia mi id
Chaves
2
.'.(I
Colfax

A

WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST

29, 1894.

BABY'S LITTLE SHOES.
Pretty Way to Malte Them the Mother'!
Constant Companions.

"The little half worn shoes, stubby
and shabby and old " You have seen
them on many n mothers table close
by where slip is working, where she can
look at them every hour of the day if
she wishes; sometimes her gaze seems
to pass hem, and you know then that
the small while feet that once tilled
those shoes have found llower-line- d
paths over the mountains in the valley
called "Peace."
There is such a pretty way to make
these shoes one's constant, companion,
says a writer in the Washington Star.
Dona Ana
Ill
Both those of the baby that has gone
Kddy
away and those of that wonderful first
8
Urunt
;i
Guadalupe
baby that gets all the spoiling and
5
Lincoln
the benefit of all the ignorance of
.llora
.10
young parents, who, of course, think
Kio Arrlha
San .limn
that its like never before was known. 1
.21
San Mijiucl
saw recently a unique illustration of a
.10
Siiiila I'e
Sierra
. 4
young mother's devotion to he memory
Socorro
. 8
of her Hint born, whose little, life was
Tu os
8
I'lilon
.
cut short before the second :r1 Inlay.
Vnleuclii
.
The first button bouts of the child were
i:i:i
Total
made into a pincushion and jewel case,
lu furl her accord with sulci resolution tin
dcmocralicccntrnl committees of the vari and were always iu use on the mother's
ous counties of the territory are hereliy In- dressing case.
structed to cull county convcnCons for thi
The shoe used for a pincushion was
election of dclcitutcs nccordhct to said apportionment mid to Insert in Hie cull there- - buttoned and then stuffed with cotton
fill' un invltal ion to all persons or oi'itunizn-limi- s. until it was quite hard. Over
the openwltliout
re'iiml ti former party
ing at the top a covering was made of
c
iittiliiitinus. who intend In support lie
ti enluce for deleítale, to part icipate In
a piece of one of the child'sdi-esses- ,
and
such convent Ions, declnrinjt such persons a quilling
of ribbon was put about the
cloitlble ti election as deleítales I.) Ih" terri
1

1

1

1

.

1

I

1

demo-crali-

torial convent ion hereliy culled.
Sain
county committees tm reiiiested to inal.e all
urraiutcnicnls for county ciiiiventloiis In
ample time and in nvorduiice with (lie prac,1. II. Oust.
tice of the party."
Tikk P. (Aiii.K.
Chairman.
Secretary.
licail thin issue of Tiik Ka'H k carefully
t: Di I send in your subscription liet'ore you
forget it.

HOUSEHOLD
A

HINTS.

large soft sponge, either dry or

.slightly dampened,

makes a good
duster.
One authority says that coffee boiled
longer than one minute is coffee
spoiled.
If you would keep your nutmegs
solid always begin grating them at the
stem end.
When milk is used in tumblers wash
them fir.it in cold water, afterwards
rinse in hot water.
I'l'T a pioee. from the top of old kid
shoes and insert it inside the iron
holder you are going to make.
Never slice apples for making pies;
quarter and core, and if an apple is
hirge, cut each quarter in two pieces.
Ck.vckeiis that are not perfectly fresh
should be dusted free of the cracker
ilour and then put in a hot oven for
three minutes. They will come out
fresh.
To take coal oil stains out of a floor:
If left alone the stain will come out
itself; but if iu a hurry cover with
thick blotting paper and rub a hot iron
over it.
: women only knew it,
they deform
I'.vir hands witli tight gloves quite as
much as their feet vilh ti;rht shoes.
One makes corns and (he other big
bnuekles.
Tight anything is in bad

vrm.

1IAHV-8HO- E

riNcVHHlOXS.

Professor (to class in political econ"What is the hardest tax to

omy)

raise?" Student (whose mother is
house cleaning) "Carpet tacks." Detroit Free Press.
He "Don't you vhink, dearest, that
Rev. Dr. Sermon is the best man to
marry us?" She (three times a widow)
"I think so dear, I've always had
him."
Doctor "Madam, I find that your
daughter has pneumonia in the worst
form." Mrs. Ñurieh "Well, I don'tsee
how it can be; we've money enough to
get the best kind there is to be had."
Tid-Bit-

Tid-Bit-

s.

s.

Cynic "Miss Beauty is now it woman's golden age." Miss Wantokno
"What age is that?" Cynic "From
twenty-tw- o
to twenty-six- .
In that age
a woman wants to marry for money;
before it she wants to marry for love,
and after it she will marry for any-

thing."

Town Topics.

Mrs. Cawker "Don't you think it is
very strange that Mrs. SL'vetts hasn't
returned my call yet?" Mr. Cawker
"Not at all; it is merely the result of
force of habit." Mrs. Cawker "How
is that?" Mr. Cawker "She wt.s a telephone girl before her marra pc"-Ju- dge.
SERVING POTATOES.
Cook Them In a Different Way Each Day
In the Week.
On Sunday have them mashed not

pounded into a sodden mass, but
whisked into a creamy substance. To
attain this they should be peeled,
steamed, broken with a potato whip,
moistened with milk and butter, seasoned with salt and pepper and beaten
like a batter until they are very light.
On Monday bake them in their skins.
They should be washed clean, baked
in a good oven and served at once. For
Tuesday they may be peeled and baked
with a roast. When the moat is within
half an hour or so of being ready lay
them in the gravy under it and bake
un til they are covered with a crisp
brown skin. Cm Wednesday serve then
in Kentucky style. These' are diced
thin as for frying, soaked in cold
water for half an hour, put in a pudding dish with salt, pepper and milk
and baked for an hour. On Thursday
erve them fried whole. Peel and boil
them. Roll in beaten egg, then in
cracker crumbs, and fry in butter. On
Friday have potatoes a la Pa.isienne.
Wash and rub then with a coarse cloth
until they arc d;ir.r.cd. iop into boil-in;- ,'
water and boil until Vrc. Have
ready in a saucepan snr.i ; i i erenr.i
and butter, a little (;iv;:u p: r
nr"
per and salt. Pour the v . v r ;'
boiled potatoes, cover wu'i t iii nil ! L I;
it stand. On Saturday boil' he
toes in their skin:; r.nd :x rvo witli butter.

edge. The toe of the other shoe was
stuffed back to the middle of the instep, then a piece of still' piistebimid
was made loimd. so ns lo slip into the
ankle of the shoe ami hold it stiiT. it
was lined with silk, and fmm the top
was an extensión of the silk, with a
draw string, the edge of Uiu shoe was
linislied with ribbon quilling, like Uiu
other. The shoe had been ted kid.
and the .mother bad a kind of varnish
with which she colored them when
the V seemed lo gtow rusty. The two
shoes were firmly gummed to the little
china plate which the child haduUvas
used, ami the whole thing mude a
dainty memento of one so dearly loved.
If the shoes have been black they can
he renewed with hhoe vaihi:.li, if they
Ilolkd Water for tin Skin.
have been white you can clean them
If
one
cannot have hot and cold wawith gasoline, and amone handy with
ter in one's room, one m?.y at least, by
a needle can fix then up.
'ukin.'r ú little trouble', have only
bcilccj water in the
It
THE FUNNY MAN.
not be warm, but it should once
T .Atrnn
11 T
'r.vo
been
so. Only those who have
"ven i assure yon, if err Meyer, I
cannot live without your daughter " t'Vd it know what a difference there
you overestimate mv is in it ii softness, and how good it is
Jierr Meyer-"(- )h,
'.ho
income." Flicgende T!laett-- r
,

wash-pitche-
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WOltLD'S FAIR AT LYONS. building. The polygonal form of the

latter facilitates a methodbv.l classification of the exhibits. T!i'. vi itr r folOponed
The Exhibition Recently
lows scientifically, in his way ir ni the
in Franoe's Finest Park.
center to the perpiheryrf the building,
the gradual transi'nmation of raw maMen Who Are Identified

with the

Plan-

In the most beautiful park in all
de la Tete d'Or the Lyons world's fair wus formally opened
April 'M. For over a year preparations
kid been in progress and 'the
ilion presented all its buildings
u'ly furnished on the opening. The
plan, says a writer in the Philadelphia
Telegraph, represents a polygonal cupola, covering f0.000 square meters, for
a general exhibit of all products, and
special pavilions for exhibits of the
French colonies, the liberal arts,
the fine arts and various socie-ileThe exhibition buildings cover
TM.OOO square, meters of the 1,050,000
moten; that form the area of the
Pare de la Tete d"Or.
.!. .1. Cloret, a citizen of Lyons and a
mrul&rof the legion of honor, is the
originator' of the fair. M. Claret became famous through his work on the
locks of the River Suresnes. lie guaranteed alone the 'expense of the fair to
the sum of 7,000.000 francs. As the
work was progressing the city of Lyons expressed its interest by offering
its own guarantee to foreign exhibitors, by offering to superintend the control of the fair, by making several appropriations
aggregating 1,000,000
francs for exhibits in the departments
of health, fine arts, public inntruction
and assistance, and, finally, by enrolling in its board of patrons of the fair
the leading citizens of Lyons. M. J.
Claret was made director of the enterprise and responsible to the municipality, and the municipality made itself
responsible to all the exhibitors. Applications for space iu the exhibition
buildings were referred to M. J. Claret,
concessionaire general de 1'eposition,
i Palais Saint-l'ierrThe last date at
which exhibits might be received was
made April 1, ISM: the minutest details
were settled in July last year.
The beautiful Pare de la Tete d'Or,
where the fair grounds are situated, is
reached by four lines of street cars
from the center of the city in fifteen
minutes. All the railway stations-th- ere
are six of them have been placed
in direct communication with the park.
The main entrance is by the finely
sculptured monument erected to the
regiments of the Ilhone which fought
war by the peoin the Franco-Prussia- n
ple of Lyons. Pagny wm its sculptor.
The building and lawns of the general
exhibition are at the right, the colonial
inhibition at the left, as one enters.
The Palais de 1'Algeria, made on the
plan and in the style of the Mustapha
palace; the Palais de la Tuuisie, inspired by the Mosque of
which is at Tunis; the Palais de la
Tu'iisie, inspired by the skillful
the Palais des lieaux-Art- s
and
the Hall Central de l'Agriculture are
on both sides of the general exhibition
1'nince-rPa- rc

ex-V-

agri-I'uliur- e.
a.

e.

Souk-el-I!e-

terial:! into manuf. ctaivd goods. The
dome is the reflectar of an intensive electric lamp placed at a height
of one hundred and fifty feet. Electricians intend that the latest applications of electricity shall be exhibited
in every variety. The exhibition is to
be closed November 1.

central

ning and Building of the Beautiful
Structure A Magnificent
Affair.

ABSENT-MINDE-

SENATORS.

D

John Sherman Olteii tillable to Call the
Naniea of lllx

I

riendx.

There is many a man who has felt
himself aggrieved that Senator John
Sherman was unable to remember him
or to call him by name. It is a faculty,
says the Washington Times, the lack of
which seriously handicaps a man in
public life. Perhaps the great Ohioan
might have been president but for the
lack of it. l!ut the fact of his forgetting a man's name is no evidence in
John Sherman's case of his wanting in
esteem for the forgotten one.
In a recent speech he paused confusedly when he wanted to refer to
something that had been said by "Mr.
Mr. my neighbor on my left the
senator from Massachusett
Senator
Aldrich, sitting just behind hi'.:i. suggested Hoar. Shi.rm.in and Hoar have
been associated in public life f'r an indefinite number of years. They are
friends and what may be ternv.'d intimate acquaintances.
The Sherman
and the Hoar families are related. Yet
the senator from Ohio was made to
come out of the absorption in his subject in which he was invested to call
the name of Senator Hoar.
It is related as a fact of a wealthy
old resident of a western town that he
wandered all over the town in a lit of
profound abstraction one morning.
Some one stopped him to say: "(iood
morning. Mr. Ilayden."
The old fellow looked up excitedly
and exclaimed: "That's it! That's it!
I've been trying to think of that name
all morning, and I couldn't sign a check
at the bank."
Forgetfulness of names is not an unusual peculiarity among men, but it is
a fatal lack in a man who seeks popularity with the masses of the people.
Electrifying Needa.

Experiments to determine the influence of electricity upon the growth of
plants have shown remarkable results.
An apparatus consisting of p:les connected by wires for condensing atmospheric electricity over an inclosed
area was arranged.
The ordinary
grain crops grown within the inclosure
showed an increase of from twenty-eigh- t
per cent. All other
to fifty-si- x
crops were increased in proportion.
The scientist who conducted the experiments also tried the e.Teat of electrifying seeds before planting and
found that when they were subject to
the current for only two minutes the
rapidity of their growth was nearly
doubled.
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the ground that his viie Is a republican. He is a democrat.
The largest cave is the Mammoth. It
Mus. H. R. Tkmim.e is president
the
First national bank of Lexingfon.Veb., is over ten miles long and has a navigable stream flowing through its chamand Miss Temple is vice president. v
Henceforth women will be admitted bers.
Brevity to writing is what charity
to the
courses at Harvard. It is- stipulated, however, that is to all other virtues; righteousness is
they must first register as students of nothing without the one, nor authorship without the other. Sydney Smith.
Radcliffe college.
It is said that Archibald Clavering
Ia lv 15. Geohoe, wall-pape- r
designer, of New York, drew a Chinese azalea Gunter was refused admission to the
pattern which proved so popular that Authors' club in New York on the
three hundred thousand rolls of the ground that "Mr. liarnes of New
York" is not literature.
paper have been sold.
WHAT

WOMEN ARE DOINp,

post-gradua-

Ki.i.uif.tii Uurrill Curtis, the
young daughter of the late George

ARITHMETIC.

HOME

This Article Tells Mow to Measure a Boom
for Wall l'apur.

To determine the number of rolls of
paper to cover the walls of a room,
measure the ciieiiiiiforeiu e, from which
deduct the width of loois and windows
and divide the remainder by three.
Lot ni; appose a room
lAainplo.
12x1(1 feet, which has two doors and
two windows, which average four feet
wide.
in plus.

12

and

44

10,

plus 16 .VI circumference.
doors find windows.

10

M
16

Miss

Í)SÓ

Wil-lm- m

Curtis, is among the New York
women who are taking an active part
in the effort to secure suffrage for
women.
.
A recent debate on woman suffrage
at liryn Mawr is said to have aroused
more excitement than anything had
i vor

done before among the girls of

that conservative Pennsylvania college.

The vote was a tie.
Mpk Aonks Irwin, of the senior class
i f Canard college, N. Y., represents
lu i' eollegro on the editorial staff of the
C thiubhi Literary
Montlily, Columbia
!u:ving extended an invitation to the
bister college to be tlius represented.
Mme.

Hiiu-Rady-

Kon.DuoriAUow,

a-

the first Mohammedan woman to pass
the examinations and receive a diploma
as doctor of medicine, has been appointed by the Russian government as
principal officer of the town of Ivassi-ma-

n.

.

-

tails.
A

with long legs have short

French 6avant declares that fishes

can talk.
of

Great Rmtaix is the natural home
different insects of the bee

fam-

Zoologists say that all known

spe-

170

cheese cloth cut square and
neatly hemmed.
Alcoves and recesses for beds are
abominable. They cannot be properly
ventilated to keep the mattresses and
bedding sweet.
A new way to serve grape fruit is to
remove all the edible part from the
skin, placing it in deep dessert plates
with a liberal allowance of pulverized
sugar.
Except by definite instruction from
a skillful physician, a siek person
should never be awakened to take
medicine, for under nearly every cir-- ,
cumstance sleep is the first and best of
nourishers and restoratives. It is nature's own medicine. '
Here is a nice strawberry sauce that
can be used with any pudding: "Heat
to a cream one-hacup of sweet butter
and two cups of powdered sugar; add
a heaped half pint of strawberries.
Mash the fruit thoroughly and beat it
into the sauce."
IIhooms are bent out of shape by being allowed to rest on the floor instead
of being hung up. Dipping them once
or twice a week in a kettle of boiling
suds is the careful hoa lakjjpars
method of making them last twice as
long as they otherwise would.
This is said to be an effectual vermin exterminator: Dissolve two pounds
of alum in three or four quarks of boiling water and apply, while Int. to
every joint or crevice where art :.nd
cockroacho:; conglóbate.
It i:; u ;eful
to pantry (.helves and bedsteads, for
kitchen floors and base boards. Use a
brush in tippling it.
Shade:! for the windows of a house
should not be selected until the color
of the interior decorations and the surroundings have been fully cm aderod.
Glaring colors like bright Mao-green:; are
to be as disagreeable inside as on the out r.le. Plain white
awnings are found to look bettor r.ftor
the second year than faded striped ones.
Paint, however ( Id and dry it may
be, can be removed from carpets or
draperies by a liberal use of chloroform. Saturate the r.pot, keep it closely covered for half an hour, tlien I rush
out. The liquid destroys t'.ie oil in
the paint, leaving only a powder that
usually comes out with' no stain, unless on very delicate fabrics. In obstinate cases, the application may need
to be repeateil several times.
yard-widt- h

l3'4, or say

ily.

cies of wild animals are gradually diminishing in size.
Tin: skeleton of the leathery-winge- d
bat is bone for bone and joint for joint
similar to that of man.
Tiik owl's wise look is the result of a
physiol gieal oddity-h- is
eyes are fixed
immovably in their i.oc'cets.
Some species of bir.l ; have exceptionally long lives allotted to them. The
raven has been known to live 10 years
and the swan 15.
Tin: Sotit'i Sea islands is the home of
a worm which emerges from its hiding
place only one day of a certain change
of the moon in October.
1

GLEANINGS.

Sugar and molassesare the chief

ex-

ports from Cuba.
A iiai.k eagle carried off a bottle of
hair restorer at l'crryville. Pa.
Tin: lin.t thermometer i i.aid to have
been invented in Al.:.ai hi.i 1!. C, 1.10.
Rev. C. M. Gi::::::; Co:!iodi:;íj has
been appointed whisky ganger at
Peoria.
A Tkxan man lias sued f v divorce on
;

i

.

14

rolls.

This 'rule is intended for a room of
not less than 10 or more than II feet in
height. For a room under ID feet high,
havuifi a fne.e sav of li inches, we will
proceed as before with the measurement of the room, deducting the width
of doors and windows. Hut in this
ease multiply the remainder by 2 and
divide by )."; for thi i reason, that we
can cut five leugthsmit of a double roll,
which placed side by side on the wall
cover a space 7 foot ú iao'io from the
f noil: (dyuvby 7
ceiling,aiid mstea
feet t! inches we uuili iplj bo.lii ny
Example. Take a room 14x14, with
two doors and windows:
I

Circumference of room
Less for doors and windows

66
12

44
8
15)88

"8

lf

NATURAL HISTORY.
limns-

SC.1AP BASKET.

FAMILY

The best dusters are those made of

615

Say six double rolls or twelve pieces.
Of course, if a dado is required ils width
will determine Ih.w inuch paper will
have to le detuuiol -- Carpet and Upholstery Trade 1Í,
1 u--

PERSONAL'

PARAGRAPHS.

Allen Candler, the secretary of
state of Georgia, is popularly known as
the Plowboy of Pigeon Roost.
Paul Rourgkt, recently, made an
immortal, is only about forty years o.',
age, and one of the youngest members
of the academy.
The three richest men in Prussia are
a manufacturer in Dormund, name not
given; Kruppand Rothschild, of
Mrs. Waynk MaoVkaoh is so youth-

ful in appearance that the Rome correspondents recently spoke of her as
the ambassador's daughter.
Gladstone at the age of eighty-fou- r

is making an .attempt to learn the
Basque language, a dialect that has
long been a puzzle to philologists.
Mrs. Wilson Si'roohl, of Mott City,
Minn., is said to be one of the most
beautiful women in the northwest. She
was the widow of a German oiilcer before she married a millionaire lumberman old enough to be her father.
John L. Griffiths, supre.no court
for Indiana, is callo.l the
d
orator of the 11 wsler state,
lie holds the same oilice that (en. Harrison resigned to go into the field at
the outbreak of the war of the
silver-tongue-

FIRST YANKEE BONNET.
Made by Miss Betsey Metoalf, of
Providence, R. I.
At First Her Work Was Annulled from the
I'ulplt and by the Press Preaehers
Supposed It tu Ho an Invention of Satan.

Until some years after the revolutionary war all the straw bonnets sold
in this country were imported from
England. Even those patriotic daughters of the revolution who refused to
drink the taxed tea went on buying1
;:nd wearing the imported bonnets
until a young American girl made one
i r hen elf, and thus set the fashion of
independence for others.
It was in
lT'.iii that little' lietsey
Metcalf, of
Vrovidence, R. I. saw an English
Dunstable straw bonnet in the window

FIRST AMERICAN

8TBAW

BONNET.

that' city. Miss
lietsey wished to buy it. but as that
was out of the iie.stiou she determined
to inahe one like it. In her old age
she used to rehile the many difficulties
shccBojuitcrcd in this first attempt at
bonnet-maliin- g
in this country.
How
the straw was too ripe, and consequently st) brittle it would break until her
patience was nearly exhausted. With
a few directions from the milliner Miss
Metcalf linally succeeded in sewing
the bra ill together and getting it into
h
the desired form with the aid .f
to stiffen it and a hot llatnou to
press it into shape. A
of
this first American straw bonnet -- a
drawing of which accompanies this
article is still shown with pride in

of a milliner's shop in

net making. It was an invention of
the evil one to foster pride in their
hearts, and thus draw them away from
the right path. Some pointed out the
danger of famine, as it had now been
discovered that, in order to braid it
easily, the straw should be cut before
g
the grain was fully ripe. After
had continued many years a
learned essay was written "On the
Manufacture of Straw llonnets," and
after proving that straw bonnets were
the root of all evil, ended with some
moral, political, miscellaneous and
concluding remarks.". Hut the straw
braiding kept right on!
At tirst Miss Metcalf had a monopoly
of the business, orders coming to her
from within a radius of fifty miles, and
'help had to be employed to supply the
demand. Her frieuds thought it immodest to allow a young woman's name
to go before congress, 'so the process
was not patented, and straw braiding
:
became general.
The bonnet-maker- s
would take them
along with butter, eggs and other farm
products to the village store, where
they would be exchanged for dry goods
and groceries. Soon, however, lanre
establishments became necessary for
currying on the traffic, though much of
the work was still done at homer An
agent went out at certain intervals to
deliver straw to the. workers and to
collect the bonnets and hats made,
which were sold by this establishment
to all parts of the country.
It was natural that at first this industry should llounsh in the state
where it had birth; but soon Massachusetts became a formidable rival, and today inore than half the American straw
goods are manufactured in the latter
state. ' The bonnets are now sewed by
machines run by steam, the machines
being of American invention.
Miss Metcalf married Mr. William
linker, and removed with him to Massachusetts, where she lived to a very
old age. She lived to see the large results that came from her first small
efforts in straw work. She was visited
by many distinguished
people, who
were glad to meet the first maker of
American straw bonnets. Once aWeek.

TU I ff ly Wooden Back of the
Instrument Completely.
The drapery on the cottage piano is
quite a new invention, giving an unu-

sual perspective to the otherwise very

straw-braidin-

How to Polish Steel Hookies,

ltuckles are to be foitnd upon every
part of a woman's toilet, and. of the
many chic varieties, those made of steel
take the lead.
specimens
that look as if they might date back
several generations are greatly prized.
"How can I furbish them up?" is the
query of the fair owner, boiling oil
'1'iovidence.
acts as a cleansing agent. The buckle
Miss lietsey was much sought after to he renovated is dropped in oil that
when her success in bonnet-makin- g
has been heated. It is left there for an
was made known, and straw braiding hour, when the polishing process
became the fad of the day; and a useThe best polisher you will find
ful fad it was, too, for it soon developed
is the ever useful chamois, or, if you
into an industry by which many earned prefer them, the ;nside of an old kid
;!'
their living.
glove or a soft piece of leather will do
When we recall the Puritanical no- -' the work nicely.
lions of the day, it does not seem
Teniikk new-peaare appetizihgly
strange lliat this straw work was asin cases. These are made of
served
sailed from the pulpit and by the press.
Many ministers preached long sermons mashed potatoes stiffened with a little
in which tliey warned their fair hear- Uuur and baked in fluted cake tins, the
ers to llee from the power of Satan as center filled with a bit of bread. This
manifested in this new fashion of bon is then removed and the peas poured in.
ilour-fturc-

fae-simi-

s.

--

DRAPERY FOR PIANO.

It llldei

DKAI'KKY

Koll ITItlllllT PIANO.

prosaic looking wooden back. To beJapgin with, a panel of
anese gaue or painted satin is nailed
straight on the wood; it is then framed
by a darker drapery arranged with
rosettes at right angles some thing like
a door curtain; should a thin unlcnul
be chosen for the drapery, it is desirable to arrange it previously on a loose
frame, and nail the same on the piano.
The ends are covered plain with pieces
of colored cloth, handsomely embroidered. Here again, on account of opening the piano, it is better to have the
upper and lower parts made separate
ly; the top one can be made to hang
down a little and finished off with a
point and fringe, like the 'model given
in the accompanying illustration.
light-colore-

AN
"Salt-Eatin-

INJURIOUS

d

HABIT.

I the 1. 1 tent Aberration In
In the Way of Kxcess.

A new habithas asserted itself which
suggests a curious train of thought as
to direction in which human aberrations in the matter of personal habits
may eventually tend. It is said, remarks the Chicago Israelite, th.il the
is not
new habit, that of
only greatly on the increase, particularly among women of all classes, but
that it is in many cases a most serious
disease. It begins with a desire f r
large quantities of salt with the food.
and if not chec'l ed reaches a sttiw i.i
which the patient carries salt crystals'
about with herself wherever she goes,
land is continually nibbling at them.
The symptoms are a peculiar yellowness and shrinking of the skin, which
is followed by the loss of all the hair,
even that of the eyelids, until the sufferer resembles one of the wretches
who have been condemned to work in
nuicksilver mines. The desire for suit
is said to be 'universal, not only in human beings but in all vertebra teini-malbut the degradation of this
into a positive disease is entirely new.
while the immediate cause remains extremely obscure.'
"sult-enling-
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